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Commodore’s News

Well what a summer of weather we are
having; heatwaves, torrential rain, tornadoes

in Manchester and Lake Windermere
resembling the sea in a Force 8 on Friday and
Saturday - and it looks as if we have more of

this in store!!!

The good news is that the 24 August is

supposed to be warm and sunny with about
8kn of wind so perfect for taking part in the
Commodore’s Cup! It would be great if we

could muster a decent number of entrants for

the race. The briefing will be held at 11.00 in
the Boat Club and the race will start at 13.30.

Following this will be the Commodore’s night
at 19.00 starting with drinks on the patio and

music from our new live outdoor stage
(courtesy of Adrian and Maggie) after that
there will be a four course meal and music

and dancing until late. It would be great to
see as many of you there as possible.

Please let me know if you are going to race

and/or come to the dinner so that I can make
arrangements for both events.

I would like to say a big thank you to all the

members who attended the recent EGM and

also to those who couldn’t attend but sent

their views by email and conversation to Les
and me. It was great to see such active

participation and thoughtful debate from

everyone there. A unanimous agreement
was reached on the direction that we should
take and four members also stepped forward

to be co-opted onto the Committee, which

gives us a real position of strength for the
future. More detail is in the article below.

Happy boating,
Catherine.                                Catherine Anderson
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The Future of the Club - EGM

The forthcoming minutes will give a full

account of the EGM - this newsletter piece is
to give an immediate flavour of proceedings.

Following much discussion on the pros and

cons and a show of hands, members
determined that the Easy Breeze/Mark
Gunner option should definitely be off the

table for the club. The meeting concluded
that a lower risk option with less impact on
the status quo would be preferred.

There was general agreement, and a clear
directive, to pursue the Kathy Bailey café

option, with the committee working
alongside her to bring forward a proposal in a
timely manner.

In response to the committee’s appeal for
help, numerous people volunteered to help

with events and four have stepped forward to

share in the general workload of the
committee. Grateful thanks to Gary Blythe,

Paul Harkness, Emma Lambert and Dave
Murray – the ways they will be helping are to

be discussed at the next committee meeting

on 25 August, but attracting new members
and improving the social scene are both
definitely on the agenda.



Sign-Off

And so the sun – friend or foe ?

When I was young the sun was fun, there

seemed never to be too much of it and we

had not heard of UV or ozone layers. Sun
cream seemed like face cream and you felt a
wimp for using it! I recall on a walking holiday

being advised that “the best sun cream is a

sun hat” – so I invested in a wide brimmed
Tilley and thought this would do me on the
lake , although with no yachting cachet!

Then at my 60+ eye check I was informed

that my sight was deteriorating faster than

normal. I owned up to sailing , glare from the

lake was the culprit and I got away with an
expensive pair of sunglasses - always to be
worn!

I started to be more diligent about sun cream
too, but recently a strange lump on my cheek

decided to bleed. A fellow sailor noticed and I

resolved to have it checked out. They say it is
not a super nasty – but it’s coming off soon

and from now on it will be factor 50, hat and
sunglasses when aboard.

But I will need to work out how to stop
breaking the frames!

Mike Sills, Committee Member

Sailing News

The results for the Presidents Cup were as 
follows:

1st Santana - Garry Clarke
2nd Francesca - Mike Sills

3rd Carrick - Adrian Conboy

1st Cruiser (scratch - i.e. no handicapping) 

Carrick - Adrian Conboy

For the Commodores Cup, the plan is to race 

on Saturday 24th August, 13.30hrs start time.

Simon Robinson, Sailing Secretary

Val and Pauline’s President’s 
Night and Diamond Wedding
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